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How to participate? 
During the Battle of Bicolline, time runs fast. That's why it is important to plan the activities 

you want to do. Starting on Sunday, August 12, you will find at the 1540 (the exit) the 

information sheets for each of the activities found in this register. 

There is only one way to register for a tournament: directly at the location of the 

tournament, a few minutes before its starting time. There will be an official who will 

take the registrations. Once that is completed, the official will set up and announce the table 

clashes (each tournament has its own method). 

Note: Be sure to be available for the entire duration of the activity in question. We are aware 

that life at Bicolline is not always simple for many of us. This is why, if you are not present 

the first time we call your name, your participation will be put on hold for a short time. If 

you are still not present when we call you again, you will automatically be disqualified. We 

are taking the necessary steps to facilitate your registration; it is up to you to take the means 
to be at the rendezvous. 

Rewards 
This year again, purses, medals and trophies will be awarded for our tournaments.  To know 

the exact rewards for each tournament, please refer to their information sheets, which you 

will find included in this document. 

The different types of rewards that can be won: 

1. Medals: For tournaments where medals are awarded, they will be distributed at the 

tournament’s location, at the end. They are yours for life! 

2. Trophies: Trophies are rewards given to the winners of some tournaments. Winners 

may bring them to their camps and show off with them all they wish until the end of 

the Great Battle. However, trophies never leave the Duchy and therefore must be 

brought back to the 1540 at the end of the week. Plaques showing the winners’ 

names are added every year on the trophies.  

3. Purses: An envelope containing the rewards in virtual gains and solars will be given 

to the winners during the award ceremony, at the end of each tournament.  
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ARCHERY TOURNAMENT: ‘’LE CERCLE DE LOREN’’ 
 

A classic archery tournament aiming to identify Bicolline’s best archer. The qualification round will 

determine the best archers, who will then be invited to compete in Loren’s Circle for the ultimate 

challenge (finale). 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly registered for the Bataille can 

participate. 

• One must successfully qualify during the Archery Tournament to be granted access to 

Loren’s Circle (finale) 

• During the qualification round, each archer will shoot ten arrows at fixed targets. 

o A referee will hold sticks or 5 different colors corresponding to the colors of the 

targets. 

o When the archer is ready, the referee will show him a colored stick and the archer 

will have 3 second to make the shot on the target of the associated color. 

▪ If the archer fails to shoot in time, his shot won’t be counted, even if it hit 

the right target. 

o The archer will shoot until he has attempted to hit each target twice. 

o In case of a draw, there will be a blitz on the targets. The first participant to hit two 

targets wins his ticket for the finale. 

• The finale takes place in the Loren’s Circle: the finalists face each other, running on the 

perimeter of a circle of 30 feet in diameter. They each have three arrows, no armor is 

allowed, and they must eliminate their adversary by hitting him three times. 

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION  

Qualification round 

• Location: Plaine du Monastère 

• Time: Wednesday from 12:00 to 3:00 PM 

Finale 

• Location: Fosse aux Monstres 

• Time: Friday from 12:00 to 3:00 PM 

 

RULES 

• Participants must bring their own gear, which must have gone through safety certification. 

• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in mind, and refrain from challenging their 

decisions. 

• Cleats shoes are not allowed.  

 

REWARDS 

• 1st place: 100 solars sonnants and 1 mercenaire (worth ∼ 250 solars) 

• 2nd place: 1 Butin, 5 équipements, 5 armements 2 Minerais d’argent (worth ∼ 150 solars) 

• 3rd place: 1 Butin, 5 armements and 1 ressource (worth ∼ 100 solars)  
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ARTILLERY TOURNAMENT 
 

It’s the moment when all engineers and 

guilds which own artillery pieces (ballista, 

trebuchet, catapults, and canons) compete 

by firing on different targets. The 

competition aims to evaluate the artillery 

piece’s mobility, its operators’ efficiency, the 

piece’s firing rate, its aesthetics, and the 

accuracy of its aim. 

* The safety certification (homologation) 

of the artillery pieces will take place 30 minutes before the start of the tournament.  

** Once again, this year, canons will have their own category. They will participate in the same 

tournament but will be evaluated according to different criteria.  

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly registered for the Bataille can 

participate. 

• Each artillery piece must be presented with all its operators and projectiles.  

• The specific rules and trials included in the tournament will be revealed to the 

participants gradually through the tournament.  

 

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION 

• The tournament starts at the Inn and gradually moves towards the Fort. 

• The artillery pieces must be at the Inn on Monday at 8:30 AM for the pieces’ safety 

certification (homologation). The tournament starts at 9:00 AM and ends at noon, at the 

latest. 

 

REWARDS  

• 1st place in the ‘’mixed artillery’’ category: 10 équipements, 10 Armements, 2 

Mercenaires and 2 bétails (worth ∼ 450 solars) 

• 1st place in the ‘’canons’’ category: 10 équipements, 10 Armements, 2 Mercenaires and 2 

bétails (worth ∼ 450 solars) 
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ASSASSIN’S TOURNAMENT:  

‘’THE NIGHT OF SHORT DAGGERS’’ 
 

Once again, the annual meeting of the assassins of Bicolline will be 

orchestrated by the Cavaliers du Bouc. It will be the occasion for the night’s 

artists to show who is the most discreet, resilient, and deadly assassin. The 

motto? ‘’Kill or be killed’’. Will you be the next master assassin? 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly 

registered for the Bataille can participate. 

• The objective is to eliminate as many or your fellow assassins as you can and to take their 

arm bands. For more details regarding the rules, see Appendix A. 

• Trumpets will mark the beginning and the end of the tournament. You are free to arrive at 

the time you want, but once you’ve put on the arm band, you cannot remove it until the 

end (unless you are assassinated). 

• At the end of the activity, go to the trollball field to record your kills. In the event of a tie, a 

duel will be organized. 

• You must pay 10 solars for your registration. A part of the profits thus generated will 

be redistributed as rewards for the winners.  

 

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION  

• Registration takes place at the Trollball field on Wednesday starting at 8 PM. The 

tournament starts at 9 PM and ends around 11 PM. 

• The area of play is the ‘’Vieille Ville’’, from the 1540 (the exit) to the message board near 

the Coque Rouge. 

 

RULES 

• For detailed rules, see Appendix A. 

 

REWARDS (on top of getting a share of the profits generated by registration)  

• 1st place: 1 lot de 5 Sépium and 1 butin (worth ∼ 160 solars) 

• 2nd place : 1 butin, 2 pierres précieuses and 1 Minerai d’argent (worth ∼ 100 solars) 

• 3rd place: 1 Butin (worth ∼ 60 solars) 
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CHAMPIONS’ TOURNAMENT 

Tournament in which the participants can use different types of weapons as well as shields. The 

best warriors of Bicolline have been fighting each other in that tournament for years, much to the 

crowd’s delight.   

IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly registered for the Battle can 

participate. 

• To know how to register for the tournament, please refer to the ‘’how to register?’’ section 

on page 3. 

 

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION 

• The tournament takes place in the “Fosse aux Monstres”. 

• Wednesday from 10 AM to 5 PM. 

 

RULES 

• One-on-one fights. 

• The winner of 2 out of 3 fights advances to the next 

round in the table clashes.  

• With the exception of the helmet, armor pieces do not 

offer protection points. 

• The rules are those used on the battlefield. 

• NO PHYSICAL CONTACT (automatic disqualification). 

• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in mind, 

and refrain from challenging their decisions. 

• Cleats shoes are not allowed. 
 
WEAPONS 

• Participants use their own weapons and shields, which must have gone through safety 

certification (homologation). 

• All weapons of 152 cm (60’’) or less are allowed. 

• Opponents may use different weapons. 

• Participants may not change their choice of weapons in-between fights against the same 

opponents.  

• Shields are allowed. 

 

PRIX  

• 1st place: 100 solars sonnants and 1 mercenaire (worth ∼ 250 solars) 

• 2nd place : 1 butin, 5 armements, 1 croyant and 20 solars sonnants (worth ∼ 150 solars) 

• 3rd place: 1 butin, 5 armements and 1 ressource (worth ∼ 100 solars) 
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DUELISTS’ TOURNAMENT 
 
Adept swordsmen, fine duelers, experienced fencers: this tournament is for you! Come show the 
crowd your technical expertise and face the Duchy’s greatest warriors! Competition is fierce, and 
the honor will be great for those who will demonstrate their excellence in a fight in which both 
opponents use equivalent weapons (112 cm /44’’ swords).  
 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly registered for the Battle can 

participate. 

• Each participant will be identified by a blue or yellow arm band.  

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION 

• The Duelists’ tournament will take place in the “Fosse aux Monstres”. 
• Thursday from 9 AM to 12 PM and, if need be, from 5 PM to 7 PM. 

RULES 

• The only weapons allowed are swords of 112 cm (44’’) or less. No shields. 
• Each hit is worth 1 point.  
• The head is a valid target. 
• Hits to the hands are not valid for this tournament only. 
• Reminder: it is the hit that counts, not the strength you use. 
• Wearing armor (especially a helmet) is recommended. However, it does not offer 

protection points. 
• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in mind, and refrain from challenging their 

decisions. 
• Cleats shoes are not allowed.  

 
REWARDS 

• 1st place : 100 solars sonnants and 1 mercenaire (worth ∼ 250 solars) 

• 2nd place : 1 butin, 5 armements, 1 croyant and 20 solars sonnants (worth ∼ 150 solars) 

• 3rd place : 1 butin, 5 armements and 1 ressource (worth ∼ 100 solars) 
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 GLADIATORS’ TOURNAMENT 
 

Tournament in which warriors fight in pairs in the arena. These team duels are spectacular and 

require a high level of coordination between the fighters. There can only be one winning team! 

 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

• Anyone who is at least 16 years old and who is properly registered for the Battle can 

participate. 

• To know how to register for the tournament, please refer to the ‘’How to Register’’ section 

on page 3. 

 
SCHEDULE AND LOCATION 

• The Gladiators’ tournament takes place in the Fosse aux Monstres. 
• Tuesday from 10 AM to 4 PM. 

 
RULES 

• Participants fight two against two.  
• The winners of 2 out of 3 fights advance to the next 

round in the table clashes.  

• With the exception of the helmet, armor pieces do 

not offer protection points. 

• The rules are those used on the battlefield. 

• NO PHYSICAL CONTACT (automatic 

disqualification). 

• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in 

mind, and refrain from challenging their decisions. 

• Cleats shoes are not allowed. 
 
WEAPONS 

• All weapons and shields which have gone through safety certification (homologation) are 

allowed. 

• Opponents may use different weapons. 

• Participants may not change their choice of weapons in-between fights against the same 

opponents.  

• Shields are allowed. 

 
REWARDS  

• 1st place: 150 solars sonnants and 1 mercenaire (worth ∼ 300 solars) 

• 2nd place: 1 mercenaire, 5 équipements and 1 Pierre précieuse (worth ∼ 200 solars) 

• 3rd place: 1 mercenaire (worth ∼ 150 solars) 
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The Guilds’ clash: 

The Tactika Cup 
 

The fight of all fights; the ultimate challenge involving teams of 12 armed-to-the-teeth warriors. In 

this tournament, the guilds which desire to prove their tactical prowess and their determination on 

the battlefield clash with each other, each attempting to prevail in several challenges with the 

ultimate objective to bring the Tactika Cup back to their camp.  

 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• This tournament is composed of three 
challenges. For more detailed 
information regarding the three 
challenges and their rules, please refer 
to Appendix B. 

• Any guild registered for the Battle may 
participate. The participants, however, 
need to be at least 16 years old. 

• Each team must be composed of at least 
75% of members of the guild which 
registered for the tournament.  

• Each team may have up to three back-up 
players who are ready to step in if one of 
their teammates should get hurt and need 
to be replaced. 

 
LOCATION AND SCHEDULE 

This tournament takes place in the Arène du Monastère 

Friday from 10 AM to 4 PM 

RULES 
• For detailed information regarding the three challenges and their rules, please 

refer to Appendix B. 
• Reminder: it is the hit that counts, not the strength you use. 
• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in mind, and refrain from challenging their 

decisions. 
• Participants must bring their own equipment, which must have gone through safety 

certification (homologation).  
• We use the rules of the battlefield. 
• Cleats shoes are not allowed.  

 
REWARDS  

• 1st place : 2 mercenaires, 10 équipements, 10 Armements, 1 Butin and 4 Minerais d’Or 

(worth ∼ 600 solars) 

• 2nd place : 1 mercenaire, 1 Butin, 10 pierres précieuses and 4 Minerais d’argent                            

(worth ∼ 400 solars) 

• 3rd place : 1 mercenaire, 3 pierres précieuses and 1 ressource (worth ∼ 200 solars) 
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THE WARRIOR’S RESILIENCE 

Bicolline is peopled with warriors, and we are looking for the one with the most stamina and 
resilience!  

Participants will have to face each other in an arena in duels. They will be awarded points when they 

win (2 points), but also when they lose (1 point). During the whole duration of the tournament (2 
hours), each warrior will try to get as many points as possible to win.  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

• Regardless of whether they choose to wear armor or not, the fighters all have 1 point of 
armor on each limb, on top of the usual 1 health point.  

o Nevertheless, wearing a helmet is STRONGLY recommended for safety purposes. 

• All weapons which measure 152 cm (60’’) or less are accepted. No projectiles. 

• Each fighter will be identified by a number and the field will be divided into multiple lanes 
to allow at least 4 duels to take place simultaneously at all times. 

• When a fighter wins a duel 

o He stays in his lane and immediately faces another adversary.  
o If he lost armor points or health points during the previous fight, these losses 

still apply to the new fight. 

• When a fighter loses a duel 
o He must go to the referee in charge of keeping scores and give him two pieces of 

information: 

1) The number of the winning fighter (the referee will add 2 points to his total) 
2) His own number (the referee will add 1 point to his total)  

o Then, he must go wait in line to be ready to fight again as soon as a lane is available. 

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION 

This tournament will take place in the Arène du Monastère. 

Tuesday from 12 PM to 3 PM (the actual fighting only lasts 2 hours) 

RULES 

• Reminder: it is the hit that counts, not the strength you use. 

• Help the referees by always keeping fairplay in mind, and refrain from challenging their 
decisions. 

• Participants must have their own gear. 

• We use the same rules as the ones applied during the Great Battle. 

• All weapons and shields must have gone through safety certification (homologation) prior 
to the tournament. 

• Cleats shoes are not allowed 
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APPENDIX A 
THE ASSASSINS’ TOURNAMENT’S RULES 

 
o Only daggers may be used (30 cm/12 inches or less). 
o One dagger per participant. 
o Armour doesn’t count. 
o There is a kill when the torso, back, or head is hit. 
o If an arm or leg is hit, you can fight your opponent, or flee. Then, your arm or 

leg is healed. 
o Minimum age: 16 years old. 
o NO help/support can be given by non-participants. 

o Participants cannot team up. 

o The arm band must be worn on the LEFT arm, between the elbow and 
shoulder, and must be visible at all times (i.e. it can’t be hidden under clothes, 
armor, a cape, etc.) 

o For a kill to count, your victims’ arm bands must be brought back and given 
to the organization when you get killed, or at the end, whichever comes first. 

o Once you lose your arm band, you can no longer play. 
o If you stay alive until the end of the tournament, your own arm band will be 

included in your kill count. 
o The tournament begins at 9pm at the sound of horns and ends at 11pm, again, 

at the sound of horns.  

▪ You can start wearing your arm band at any time during that time, but 
once you put it on, you can’t take it off until the end (or your death). 

o The field of play is the Vieille Ville, from the 1540 (the exit) to the message 
board near the Coque Rouge. 

o There will be identified referees wearing fluorescent arm bands. They cannot 
help you in any way. 

o In case of a breach of the rules, a referee may disqualify a player. 

 

At the end of the tournament at 11pm when you hear the sound of horns, or at your death 
(whichever comes first), please come back to the Cavaliers du Bouc’s booth at the Trollball 

field to register your kills. In the event of a tie, a duel will be organized. 
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APPENDIX B 
TACTIKA’S CHALLENGES AND RULES 

 
General information 

• The tournament is composed of three challenges, which are described below. 
o All teams will fight all the other teams an equal number of times. That 

number will be determined when we see how many teams have registered. 
o After each challenge, the three best performing teams will receive points. 

▪ 1st place: 15 points 
▪ 2nd place: 10 points 
▪ 3rd place: 5 points 

• Weapons 

o Challenge 1: 112 cm (44’’) or less. No projectiles. 

o Challenge 2: All weapons allowed, including projectiles. 

o Challenge 3: Maximum of 3 weapons over 152 cm. No projectiles. 

• Referees 

o If at least 2 referees (chief referee + another one) agree to say that a team did not 
demonstrate fairplay during a challenge, then that team will be penalized. 

▪ A first offense will result in the team losing 10 points. Moreover, such a 
penalty would result in a rematch between the two teams concerned. 

▪ A second offense will result in the team’s disqualification.  

 

Challenge 1 : ’’Controlling the battlefield’’ 

• A 10-meter-diameter 
circle is traced on the 
ground. At the center 
of it is a ‘’clock’’ such 
as the ones used on the 
battlefield. 

• The objective of this 
challenge is to be the 
team which has 
controlled the ‘’clock’’ 
the longest during the 
fight. 

• 3 teams face one 
another during this 
challenge. 

• When a warrior dies, he must exit the circle. He is then immediately resurrected. 
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• This challenge is composed of two 5-minute halves. 

o Each team divides itself into two groups of 6 warriors. One group will fight during 
the first half, and the second group during the second half. 

o The transition between the two halves will be signaled by blowing a whistle, but 
the time won’t stop on the ‘’clock’’ though! 

o When the first group of warriors hears the whistle being blown, they must 
immediately converge towards the second group of warriors. 

o The warriors of the second group may not start fighting until the entirety of their 
team’s first group have come back. 

 

Challenge 2 : ’’Destroy the enemy’’ 

• Each team has a respawn point which may provide up to 100 lives. 

o Every time a dead warrior uses the well, his team loses 1 point. 

• The objective is to make your adversaries lose as many lives as possible. 

• Two things can put an end to this challenge: a team has used all of their lives, or the 
challenge has lasted 10 minutes. 

• For this challenge, the 3 best performing teams will be determined by the total number of 
opponents killed by each team when all of their fights are added together.  

 

Challenge 3 : ’’Protect the officers’’ 

• Each team names 3 officers. 

• Each team has an infinite respawn point. 

• The objective is to eliminate all three of the enemy officers before having your own killed! 

• When an officer is killed, he goes to the respawn point and becomes a regular warrior. 

• Two things can put an end to this challenge: one team loses all 3 of its officers, or the 
challenge has lasted 10 minutes. 

• For this challenge, the 3 best performing teams will be determined by the total number of 
surviving officers for each team when all of their fights are added together. 

o If there is a tie, the 3 officers of each concerned team will fight each other. 

 

Final ranking 

The team which has accumulated the most points after the three challenges win. 

• If there is a tie 
o 1st tiebreaker: number of enemies killed during challenge 2. 
o 2nd tiebreaker: number of surviving officers in challenge 3. 
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APPENDIX C 

The Busy Warrior’s Agenda 
 

Monday 

8 :30 AM to 12 PM: Artillery Tournament; from the Inn to the Fort.  

 

Tuesday 

10 AM to 4 PM: Gladiators’ Tournament; in the Fosse aux Monstres 

12 PM to 3 PM : The Warrior’s Resilience Tournament; in the Arène du Monastère 

 

Wednesday 

10 AM to 4 PM: Champions’ Tournament; in the Fosse aux Monstres 

12 PM to 3 PM: Qualification round of the Archery Tournament; in the Arène du Monastère 

8 PM to 11 PM: Assassins’ Tournament; in the Vieille Ville.  

 

Thursday 

9 AM to 12 PM and, if needed, 5 PM to 7 PM: Duelists’ Tournament; in the Fosse aux Monstres 

 

Friday 

10 AM to 4 PM: Tactika Cup; in the Arène du Monastère 

12 PM to 3 PM: Archery Tournament’s finale; in the Fosse aux Monstres. 
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APPENDIX D 

Location of the tournaments 


